
 

 

Limited 12 month  Warranty.  

This warranty covers any defects in materials or workmanship of the product found by  the original purchaser in 

the first 12 months of ownership from date of purchase. Managing Health Ltd and Veziris Healthcare Greece will 

replace or repair any product found to be defective and include with this warranty cover for shipping and  labour 

costs. If you find defects you should contact the original dealer you purchased the product from. This warranty 

does not cover misuse of the product or normal wear and tear.  

These instructions are for Body UP Evolution 

  

Made in Greece. 

The Body UP Evolution is manufactured by Veziris Healthcare Greece  and imported into the UK by Managing Health Ltd  

- www. managing-health.co.uk 

CE #: I 404 042016 

FDA registration - Product code: FSA 

Transfer to a car using Body UP  

The Body Up can be used for transfer to many cars. However, the design of car door frames prevents access to the 

passenger seat in some cars.  

When using the Body UP with a suitable car, place a swivel cushion on the car seat accepting the transfer. The Body 

Up can be manoeuvred over the seat and the patient lowered onto the seat. After disconnecting the straps and 

removal of the Body UP, the patient can be swivelled to face the front of the car. 

 

 

 

Travelling with Body UP 

The Body UP is able to be disassembled into three sections. Each of the side sections weighs 9 Kg, whilst the back 

weighs 2.5 Kg.  

The Body UP is easily stored in the back of a car for travel,  either in an estate car of a hatchback with the rear seats 

down.  
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Instructions for Use 

 

Safety Summary 

To ensure the safe operation of the Body UP Evolution follow these instructions. 

 

General Use Instructions 

Do not install or use this equipment without first reading this instruction leaflet. If you cannot follow the warnings, cautions or 

instructions for usage please consult you dealer/retailer, healthcare professional or technical person before attempting to 

install and use this equipment; otherwise you might incur injury or damage. 

The Body UP is a lifting device designed for those patients with some upper body strength but who cannot stand either 

assisted or unassisted. The Body UP is a carer attended device designed to assist carers in lifting, transferring and moving 

patients at home, in a residential home or in a hospital. 

The Body Up is not intended to be self-propelled whilst seated. 

A physiotherapist or occupational therapist should assess each individual patient situation for appropriateness of use of the 

Body UP  and ensure that any carer is trained in all aspects of the use of this device.   .  

Care should be taken to ensure that all components of the frame are securely fastened and that the wheels, brakes, straps 

and moving parts are in sound working order before use.  

Care should also be taken to ensure that any seat used in conjunction with the Body UP is in sound working order. 

 

Stability warnings 

The maximum capacity limit for the Body UP is 100Kg or 15 stone 10 Lb.   

To ensure maximum stability and balance, all wheels must be in contact with the floor at all times during use. When using 

the Body UP in a stationary position and before using the manual winders to raise or lower the seat, the front brakes must 

be locked.  

  

Care and Maintenance 
 

Ensure that ALL attached hardware is secure at all times and tighten if necessary. 

Make certain that the internal frame width is not greater that the etched mark on the crossbar and that the screw holding the 

frame in place is securely tightened. 

Make sure back rest is correctly adjusted for width and the lock fastening it to the frame releases and re-engages properly. 

Make sure that the brakes are working soundly and that all seat belt harness fixings are in good working order. Inspect the 

seat belt straps regularly for any damage and replace as required. 

Replace any broken, damaged or worn items immediately. 

  

The Body UP is waterproof. The frame is made from stainless steel and the winding mechanism is made from a non-corroding 

alloy.  The cushion covers are removable and may be  may be washed with a mild disinfectant solution and then dried.  

  

Clean the wheels with warm water and mild cleaner. Lubricate the wheels with 3 in 1 oil  periodically or if wheels begin to 

squeak. 

  



 

 

Check that all the components are present and undamaged: 

1. Frame  - two side units and back 

2. Foot plates x 2 

3. Canvas Sling 

4. Commode Seat (if purchased as part of unit) 

5. Stabilisation straps (if purchased as part of unit) 

6. Securing nut for the frame when two sides are joined. 

The frame is packed with the components separated.  Begin assembly by inserting one side section into the 

corresponding mounting on the other side section.  The internal width is set by adjusting the mounting. The minimum 

width is achieved by pushing the sides fully together. The internal width is increased by pulling the frame apart up to 

the marker on the frame.  Once the frame width is determined and secure with the securing nut and  lock the brakes. 

Next fit the back section.  The back is mounted on the left side (facing forwards) and locked on the right side.  The sling 

or commode seat is mounted by connecting the seat belt straps to the seat itself. 

Side sections 

Detachable back 

Commode seat 

Canvas sling 

and straps 

Lockable front wheels 

Securing nut 
Foot plate 

Stabilisation strap 

Insert one side section into the 

corresponding mounting on the 

other side section and secure with 

the securing nut.  

Back unit open and closed  

Winding handle and 

seat belt strap 

Assembling the Body UP Evolution 
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Using the Body UP Evolution 

Transfer from bed 

1. The patient may be in a supine position on the bed and must be assisted to move from this position to sitting up on 

the sling or commode seat at the edge of the bed with feet hanging down. The 4 seat belt fastenings  will be at the 

sides of the patient 

2. The patient may be strong enough to move into the sitting position by themselves. If not a procedure will need to be 

developed by the OTs supervising the patient to move them to a 

sitting position. For some patients they will be able to sit up on the 

edge of the bed using a trapeze to raise themselves (figure 1). Other 

patients will need to be moved using a guided active method (figure 

2). Illustration courtesy of  Handbook of Transfers (ArjoHuntleigh—

UK edition edited by Sara Thomas) 

3. The Body UP is positioned so that the lower part of the frame is 

moved under the bed. The frame requires a clearance of 17mm from 

the floor. Most profiling, care home or hospital beds allow this 

clearance. Divan beds may require raising using blocks to achieve 

clearance. 

4. The sling or seat is connected to the straps coming down from the Body UP frame. 

5. Once connected the seat can be lifted off the bed using the manual winders on the Body UP frame.  

6. The Body Up brakes can then be released and the patient is able to be moved.  

 

Using the stabilisation straps 

Certain patients may be unable to position on  the sling or seat through moving onto the sling or seat. In these cases the 

sling or seat can be positioned under the patient whilst they are supine. The sling or seat is then fastened to the patient using 

the stabilisation straps over the patient’s ,thighs and connecting them to the sling or seat, as in fastening a seat belt. 

 

Transfer to chair or wheelchair 

This transfer is easily achieved by manoeuvring the Body UP over the chair or wheelchair, lowering the unit and releasing 

the straps. 

The external width of the Body UP must be adjusted before placing the patient in the unit. The frame is adjusted by pulling 

the frame out or pushing it in manually.   

 

 

 

 

Using the Commode Seat 

 

With the commode seat attached the patient can be transferred directly to the toilet and shower. The Body 

UP can be positioned over the toilet bowl and lowered onto it for use.  

The patient sitting on the commode seat can be wheeled into a walk-in shower and washed, either with the 

back secure or moved out for access to the patient’s back. 

 

 

Figure 2 Figure 1 

Frame adjustment for the external width 


